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Designing the future of sleep

As the global leader in adjustable base sleep technology, our mission is to develop integrated wellness solutions that connect with the modern consumer. Over nearly two decades of research and testing, we’ve helped improve sleep and longevity for millions of individuals across the world.
Our industry-leading products leverage years of smart engineering with patent designs that have revolutionized the bed and sleep categories. Today, we’re redefining the future of sleep with digital-first innovation built into each new Ergomotion-branded product.
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Transforming sleep wellness
Ergomotion, headquartered in Santa Barbara, California, is the largest manufacturer of adjustable bases worldwide. The company’s products are created to provide a holistic wellness solution infused with smart technology to enrich health, happiness, and well-being. Ergomotion’s adjustable bases are designed to accommodate the industry’s leading mattresses and to seamlessly integrate with existing bed frames. They are pioneering the future of sleep while transforming bedrooms into connected wellness ecosystems and delivering innovation to help improve sleep.





Leading the industry year-after-year
With the largest, most advanced adjustable base manufacturing facilities in the world, we’re raising the bar for quality, technology, and design. And with our robust global supply chain, our teams can ensure operational efficiency and responsiveness while maintaining optimized output around the world. As demand for adjustable bases continues to grow, our large-scale production centers are ready to scale with us.
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Manufacturing Excellence
	15 years of adjustable base manufacturing experience
	Able to produce 2M adjustable bases annually
	As the owner of the supply chain, we’re able to ensure quality & responsiveness
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Unmatched Customer Care
	The industry standard for the first call resolution benchmark is 70-75%. Ergomotion is at 95%.
	The industry standard for call quality benchmark is 80%. Ergomotion is at 95%.
	Ergomotion has 5% higher customer care quality compared to industry standards.
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Human-centered Innovation
	Driven to enhance health and wellness through creative design
	World-class design team based in Santa Barbara
	Developed over 500 patents in 15 countries, with more to come
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Unmatched Design
	Driven by health, wellness, and technology
	Creative vision powered by founder Alain Clénet
	Over 26 design patents in 15 countries






Rio Series
Private Label Products
Our new Rio product line is designed to open up a wide range of feature combinations, customer segmentations, customizable brand applications, and price points. The Rio line is warehoused in North America and ships direct to all U.S. cities, lessening supply chain disruptions while offering inventory space relief and cash flow efficiency. We also offer late stage engraving of the remote, allowing you to build your brand.
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Rio 1.0 – Simple Sophistication
This go-to adjustable base features a wired remote with two user-friendly buttons to raise and lower the head of your mattress. In addition to being our most affordable model, Rio 1.0 offers the same exceptional quality as our entire Rio line, including silent drive motors and energy-efficient technology.
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Rio 2.0 – Comfort Meets Control
We added foot articulation to our standard head articulation, with a wireless controller that puts comfort and control in the palm of the consumer’s hand. The silent drive motors adjust smoothly to our most popular factory presets, including our famous Zero-G experience and two other programmable presets.
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Rio 3.0 – Modern Convenience and Comfort
Our Rio 3.0 provides all the features of our 2.0 with the addition of underbed lighting and an additional programmable preset for your favorite position.
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Rio 4.0 – Relaxation and Rest!
Our full featured best selling Rio 4.0 offers a host of features.  Vibration motors provide 3 intensities of massage, underbed lighting and USB ports along with a 13 button remote with programmable presets.
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Rio 5.0 – Advanced Technology
Relax your back with our adjustable lumbar support plus 3 intensity massage. The one-touch anti-snore helps ensure a silent night. Wall-saver design, USB ports, underbed lighting, programmable 16 button remote plus Bluetooth functionality round out this high-tech sleep haven.
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Rio 6.0 – Ultimate Automation and Design
Our flagship Rio 6.0 adjustable base truly has it all—wireless operation, Bluetooth connectivity, massage, lumbar control and head-tilt for superior comfort and control. Attractive Deck-on-Deck construction with integrated headboard brackets. The bed you dream of.
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  The average person spends 25 years of their life s [image: The average person spends 25 years of their life sleeping. Make sure you have the right bed to sleep on. https://shop.ergomotion.com/] 

  Yes, we do love hearing how the ergomotion adjusta [image: Yes, we do love hearing how the ergomotion adjustable bed options make our customers' lives better. https://shop.ergomotion.com/] 

  A few of the improvements you'll experience with a [image: A few of the improvements you'll experience with an adjustable base bed. #breathing #reducesnoring #reducereflux #circulation https://shop.ergomotion.com/products/ergosportive] 

  Start the New Year off right with 8 Pillars of Hol    [image: Start the New Year off right with 8 Pillars of Holistic Wellness. https://shop.ergomotion.com/  https://dawnhouseliving.com/] 

  How to set yourself up for better sleep in your er [image: How to set yourself up for better sleep in your ergomotion adjustable base. https://bit.ly/3TkZJKe] 

  Visit https://shop.ergomotion.com to view our line [image: Visit https://shop.ergomotion.com to view our lines of adjustable base beds from our Quest beds to RIO line and ErgoSportive. There is something for everyone.] 

  ErgoSportive is a smart and adjustable bed that us [image: ErgoSportive is a smart and adjustable bed that uses advanced smart sensor technology to improve the quality of your sleep and help you wake up feeling more refreshed. Access your personalized sleep data and receive customized recovery recommendations through the ErgoSportive App. #sleepbetter #recoverfaster https://shop.ergomotion.com/products/ergosportive] 


  Load More        Follow on Instagram  
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Purchase of an adjustable bed frame does not include mattresses. Free ground shipping to the contiguous United States (48 states) excluding Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands for purchases made through Ergomotion.com.
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